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EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUITS

For convenience, this single wartime article found so far is included with other genuinely pre-war articles.

Some years previously, Davey had written a similar article, , published in
on 28 July 1934. These two articles reflect a recurring theme in his pre-war writing: his interest in re-visiting older
receiver designs generally regarded as obsolete. This is hardly surprising; Davey had started upon his hobby in 1927
when given some old magazines by the friend who built a wireless set for the family. One wonders if Davey had kept
these, and mined them for both the 1934 article and this one published in 1941.

Even if readers' wartime circumstances precluded construction and experiment, these circuit ideas could have been a
source of much pleasure and back-of-envlope musing during spare moments in fox-hole, barracks, or air-raid shelter.

Davey mentions this circuit, but it is not illustrated, and his comment about it has perhaps suffered from editing. He
might be construed here as saying that the Reinartz generally featured swinging coil (variometer) coupling, but I think
he is distinguishing between the Reinartz circuit and swinging-coil reaction control, widely used in the 1920s. In his
earlier article mentioned above, he says that in the mid-1920s the Reinartz circuit was regarded as
"quite freakish and suitable only for CW [Morse] reception". I have shown two variations on the Reinartz circuit
overleaf. In each of these, a variable capacitor feeds a controllable amount of RF from the anode to a continuation of
the tuning coil at its earth end.

Both versions that Davey gives appear to employ a reaction coil and capacitor alongside the reflex arrangement. Other
versions I have seen use the reflex arrangement alone.

With leaky-grid detection, the grid signal is taken from the junction of the series-commected tuning coil and capacitor.

(Fig. 4)
This shows HT+ve connected to earth, and the phones placed between HT-ve and LT-ve! In the earlier
article, Davey attributes this to Gernsback; I believe this is Hugo Gernsback, electronics engineer and "Father of
Science Fiction" after whom the "Hugo" science-fiction awards are named.

(Fig. 5)
This shows another circuit that Davey assures us worked well. In his earlier article, he labels it "A
Famous Error", and relates that it became very popular after its appearance in 1925 in that magazine. It was in fact
designed and submitted by a Mr Childs, but was christened the "Chitos" because the publishers misread his signature!

(
Other variations of these famous circuits are sometimes seen.

(
In the article, Davey shows an almost identical circuit which he refers to as the Trinadyne. The only
difference is that it lacks the connection from grid coil centre-tap to earth as shown here.

(
As with the Gernsback Monodyne, this shows HT+ve grounded, so the whole circuit is negative with respect to earth.

(Fig. 10)
With HT+ve connected to grid via the phones, and the anode led to a potentiometer across the LT supply, this appears
quite outlandish! In the article, this is referred to as the Filadyne, and is captioned "A topsy-turvey
valve arrangement of remarkable powers".
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First published in June 1941.
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Safety: It is your own responsibility to ensure that you work safely and that equipment (especially mains-operated power
supplies) is soundly built and adequately housed. If you are in any doubt about your understanding of the information
given or referred to in this download, or about your ability to work safely, you should seek the help of a qualified person.
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Two variation on the Reinartz circuit, mentioned but not illustrated in the article.


